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Teaser/Blurb: MACROCOSM is a genre-bending science fiction short film that continues to surprise 

and delight audiences worldwide. 

Release date: Tuesday July 28th, 2020 

Release Platform: DUST, the world's largest sci-fi streamer. (available on DUST app on smart TVs & Youtube) 

Paywall: No 

Runtime: 12 min, 45 sec 

Log line: MACROCOSM follows the harrowing interdimensional journey of Dr. Grant Hansen 

as he attempts to save billions of lives from the deadly contamination of the world's drinking water. 

Synopsis of the film (with spoiler): Planet earth's contaminated drinking water threatens to end 

civilization. Dr. Grant Hansen, a celebrated quantum physicist, volunteers to be the first 

interdimensional traveller with the hopes of finding an answer to the contamination problem. At Echo 

Labs, traveling across the multiverse requires intense focus because the thoughts of interdimensional 

traveler directly influence the traveler's destination. In order to save lives in his own universe, Grant 

must keep his mind focused on a universe with a solution to water contamination crisis. 

Turns out, Grant didn't stay focused at all. Instead, his focus turned to something men spend too much 

time thinking about. Yup, you guessed it. Grant has sent himself to a world where all men have a 

comically large penis. Disgust, curiosity and shame converge as the world watches Grant-and what's 

left of the patriarchy-unravel in front of their eyes. 

Synopsis of the film (without spoiler): Planet earth's contaminated drinking water threatens to end 

civilization. Dr. Grant Hansen, a celebrated quantum physicist, volunteers to be the first 

interdimensional traveller with the hopes of findin answer to the contamination problem. 

Upon arriving in a mysterious yet eerily sim" to play detective, gathering 

clues along the way ... What he finds makes s the right person to send 

across the multiverse. 

What people are saying about the filmmakers: 

Recent press coverage as of 7/23/20 

Electronic Press Kit materials (stills, clips, etc): Watch Macrocosm.com 
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